




Austerity hasn’t struck Horizons. It’s just that I forgot that there 
were no covers to land, until it was too late to petition someone to do 
oife for Horizons. The uncovered issue is whole number 101, FAP/' number 
95, volume 26, number 2, the February, 1965, issue, and why is it that 
November to February is such a short span of time in my thoughts com
pared with the other quarterly skips on which FAPA is dependent? Harry 
Warner, Jr., 423 Summit Avenue, Hagerstown, Maryland , 21740, wrote and 
stenciled it. Mimeographing is by Dick Eney, who would want to be ab- 
solv®.d from responsibility for my opinions, except that I don’t think, 
tint I’ll have anything to which anyone would take violent exception in 
this issue. .

In the Beginning

The Fantasy Amateur: Wiio would have thought that things would have qui
eted down to. this extent^ My only reaction to this issue will hardly 
defile, the silence. <It is merely a smug satisfaction over the fact that 
the universe conspired) to give two consecutive mailing deadlines very 
late in the month while; I was having particular trouble finding time to 
cut stencils and read the magazines. . Spinnaker Reach: The safety- 
touchback distinc tion/involves which team supplied the impetus to put 
the ball into the end sz<oneThus, a team passes from its own end zone,' 
the ball is i ntercepted .around the ten yard line, the guy who caught it 
is hit . on.the goal li ne ,'-sfumb les it into the end zone, and the team ttat 
passed originally recovers.' It’s a touchback, because the impetus alt
ered after the pass wa&'sfc.hrown. ’’ At least one former FAPA member,
whose temporary communist leanings are always being reviewed by old en
emies,.got enough security\clearance to do civilian work for the U.S.Air 
Force in a fairly important capacity; I’m told that he made no effort to 
hide that chapter in his life.^ ’’ Best line in the mailing: the com
ment about Rot sler’s adventures \as ’’different from anything my ancestor, 
Gov. Bradford, could have imagined.'” Helen’s Fantasia; I always as
sumed that Martin was named for Poe and I’m sure he spelled-Allan that 
way. ” One unfulfilled dream is /to purchase the best available map of 
Japan, study every thing on ^t-^minutely, and after days of this research 
to discover that t here is a 'Japanese town with a name that has the 1 
sound. It would replace ,.:the\ Marie Celeste as the unsolved puzzle of the 
century. Jesus Bug: Without taking sides ‘n a con site dispute, I must 
point- out the one factor that' will operate strongly against New York’s 
hopesi . Inner circle fans mostly prefer the smaller, more intimate type 
of convention, and no matter howA^wonderfully the New Yorkers planned and 
conducted a worldcon, it would beta monstrously big one for sheer geo
graphical reasons. At the sameltime, I dread so much, the thought of 
spending several days in Baltimore.,- even almost three years in the fut
ure, that I wouldn’t want to sayj'anything to hurt the chances of New 
York or any other city. *’ Has) anyone ever done research on what caus
es certain given names to enjoy/sudden popularity in the nation? After 
the obvious cases of movie star1 and presidential family influences are 
set aside, it’s hard to explain. The Barbara situation, for instance: 
the Only possible cause that occurs to me is Stanwyck and I don’t think 
she was that popular at the time. Allerlei: Fans in big houses seems 
to be turning into a real trend. T^.e Silverbergs, Economou, my own mis
erable self, the Breens, and several' others come to mind immediately., 
This i-S'the kind of nonconformism that appeals strongly. ’’ I once saw 
a fanzine apparently stenciled and published betvzeen a wedding and its 
conslommation, so the suspense over the imminent childbirth was not too 
ihrtj. on me this time. Besides, a local Mrs. Malaprop once stunned me by 
describing a visit from a pregnant mutual friend, vzhom she described as 
giving her the firm impression that the bottom had fallen out. It took



delicate prompting to make sure that she was referring to 'che 
rather than the physiology of the young lady in question.. ’’ 
have been browbeating the weaker and reserved boys since long 
tegration. ------ 4------- . ..................... ' &
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I m not certain that there’s any way to escape it complete-

i VT CiT C 4 — J---------- ---  ----it.,ly, except by residence n a town where the tough guys are so 
they rarely display their personality, I had only one real scare in my 
tender,years. A large.new boy in the neighborhood imported a buddy and 
the pair of them surprised me in an alley, shoved me into a garage shut 
the door and prepared to teach ne a lesson, ft-ovidentlally, SS’other 
kids ?n the area saw it from afar, and brought reinforcements, I don’t

“ anSram but ib ccmld haVe contributed to my re- ducPance 8e"t buduybuddy with new acquaintances 
World: ’ 1 -
executed project like this

-u + ’ • “  --------  —u—'—wj. Crime Stalks the Fan
21?Zi?^nU?1_pr?^e s°®s to a Perfectly conceTV^aKd~bTTlTi^nW ' 

. . “ , ’ - - —•• many good old fanzi re items go un'cenri nt —ed because they weren’t tten by one of the dozen or so f JzT™ ZrlterZ 
with superfame. The only suggestion that might be made is* footnotes for 
any reprint more than a half-dozen years old would ?Slp densely By 
rX11™ someone §ets around to resurrecting these stories,^0 years 
spot all*allusions7 °f US left With good enou8h memories to .
thPrZ«n van ° v° baffles me, the mention of Ed Connors. Wasn’t 
is the Wh° WS aCtive in ^.dwest fandom around that time, and

J f th 3 name an accident or private joke? Deadwood- All man
ner of things occur imperceptibly during the moments whTn the teams glare 
at one anotner before the ball is snapped in American football An of 
a™ a. ™,may try for «ve yards by In an'effor? D
shlftaposft?fn fir" ?hfSlae wlthout getting caught. The defense may 
?Xatlon me ,-Sam.WTtl?1the tal1 ^s adopted an unexpected

i F* erc?£ejeSs:hse:oimeS^a^nr:sr 
nJch a^^once dtdlreMo°r S1*tly But 1 don,t JoXll as 
precision of basitan n looks 01lffllsy «™i*red with the
precision oi baseball. Ballcarriers who fall flat while ch an pH no- 
vion, ends who drop forward passes that are right into their hands fim” 
oflrf'Dll ?ettfaUbl^j1dnh°ffS’ aborted P“nts when there’s no dhg™’ 
OI tne ball getting blocked happen entirely too often. " Georef Tooks 
surveying mountain peaks in an effort to decide which one contains aconvention is one of the unforgettable ^les^nj'ureFup 

°n a Wltt that °f Busby ahd Rotsler staring uncJn- 
prehendingly at one another’s unbearded faces. Synapse: This account n-r 
abo^nthtOV(iardi liberalisrn would be more i nterestfn^iF-it told somethingf 
about the development of its writer. Would Jack Speer lvr5te today Black 
writi’n2s?S " did in the era that he describes with an allusion to VAPid 
writings. i can think of another ambition for the man who becomes ■ 
thna^a^h •t2 ?°pe future historians will not discover the 
through which he achieved the presidency. ’’ P" ’
Cl.?b if I°U wouldn't ask quest ion sTb out "the^ Spec tS to?

f y2 d read about the group in that wi dely publicized work. ” 
Photographers don t use long handles to hold their cameras because

ey®-stalJs ar® t quite long enoi^h to Permit them to use the vi ew- 
W SUCh dl?tances* ” Por precedent’s sake, it’s a good thing 

?bab YSaZJ Wa?+S1Ven-a membership rather than top rung on the waiting 
cS)A w?A^e^P?fte\rei??tateWent ’ It isn,t impossible that the time may 
2® 2 membership changes occur less frequently than once every7

71 trja? stagnation occurs, 13 persons could keep the top man out 
t de®pit® repeated overriding of their blackballs. ' Warhoon:
ti+2^ I/t1 . ,S h?1310 m°re charmingly appropriate to the Aufg^knbpft

P?wdes column. But I believe that Beethoven used the term to 
e_ to his own mood, not to the compositi ons as such. ’ ’ I used to 

methods
Why haven’t you bought a



feel about fan organizations as John Baxter does, that they breed trou
ble. However, in more recent years I’ve come to think that the real 
situation is that fans are basically touchy and argumentative people, 
whose squabbles involve organizations frequently simply because the 
groups provide a convenient way of making enemies. My current distrust 
of organizations is confined to the way they delude a few.useful fans 
into the wrong power-seeking paths. Certain fans get the notion that 
they can acquire real control over other fans by official posts in or
ganizations; when they eventually discover that they’ve done nothing 
but tie themselves up in a lot of unappreciated work, they often gafi- 
ate with consequent loss to fandom as a whole. Of course, John is mis
taken about the consecutive history of local fan groups. I doubt that 
there are a dozen city groups that can trace back the ancestry to be
fore World War Two. ” There are two reasons for including the ad
dress in a newspaper story about a suspect or convicted man. It is in 
line with the journalism tradition of making every effort to be sped- 
fic by inclusion of as many facts as possible in the small available 
space. It also prevents much confusion in a large city where there may 
be a.dozen or more persons wi th the same given and family names and ev
en middle. initial. Even Hagerstown is large enough to have many name 
duplications. This poses a major problem when a bum is hauled into 
court and' the only h< ’?■ st way to list his address would be: third aban
doned packing ca jo from the railroad tracks beside the stockyards. .Ca
denza: Entre nous, J could let you in on one substitute for the con
struction, "between you aid me,” which you. say can’t be replaced by an
ything shorter. Whf ’ ’s wrong with "finish” as a synonym for ’’final-:, 
ize”? My own attit’u. o toward grammar is that it’s bearable if it isn’t 
obtrusive,-., but too much empheslu on it betrays a repressed desire for 
complete conformity. ’’ I would think that someone high enough on 
that hill to seo the dancers in a line would think they resembled the 
tiniest of gartorsnakes rather than a dragon. Isn’t it likely that 
one-way streets, cloverleaf Interchanges, and similar things cause the 
distance from one city to another to vary from the vice versa distance, 
by a mile or so, in seme city combinations? ’’ There would have been 
no need to go through the usual procedures of law to give D. Bruce Ber
ry jwhat he deserved. .Mailing a copy of that Jennings publication to 
the judge before whom’Berry had appeared would have done the trick* *’ 
I accept the convenience of high rates of interest on heavy risk loans 
and short term obligations. But I see no humane reason why we don’t 
require every advertisement for time payment merchandise or loans to 
specify the rate of interest represented by both the interest and 
whatever ’’service charges”, "life insurance”, and so on are included. 
Inci dentally, nobody has ever succeeded in making me understand who ab
sorbs the loss when instalment-purchase merchandise is repossessed. 
There must be numerous instances in which a refrigerator, for instanef, 
is sold for a given figure, repossessed, later sold to someone else as 
a demonstrator or something at a cut price, and that cut price plus the 
payments of the original purchase don’t equal the original total priof. 
Damballa1: Thl s November was the first time that I ever'voted a straight 
ticket. t-'The only tiding that would have induced me to vote for a Repub
lican would have beta public and frequent refutation of Goldwater and 
the philosophy for which Goldwater stands. *’ I don’t believe that 
fandom has this tradition of asking permission before reprints. There 
is a tendency to ask for an okay if a fan wants to reprint a complete 
article cr story that appeared just a short time before in another fan
zine. Most of the continental European fans are polite enough to ask 
for translation rights. But they apply to editors rather than original 



writers. My attitude is that I don’t ,r.ind who re sr in to wha v,. fu uii d 
couple of reservations: reluctance to see myself represented in certain 
publications of dubious mailability, like some Cult publications, and a 

...strong desire to have stuff more than a year old plainly labeled as to 
year of original publication. If I write something n the heat of ang
er and don't recall it before it gets mimeographed and mailed out, I 
deserve the consequences and I trust fans to have the intelligence to 
understand that my opinions may have changed since writing older items. 
Masque: The Fitzgeraldiana brings back to memory those wonderful car- 
bonzines of Kteic’s greatest years. Fandom should drop everything else 
long enough to make a strenuous effort to retrieve as much as possible 
of those wonderful hundreds of pages, before they vanish as totally as 
the.lost Mozart compositions and Eldon K. Everett. ” I couldn’t agree 
more about the badness of the custom of putting the dead on display. I 
yielded to the insistence of relatives to look at both my parents in the 
casket and have regretted it ever since. But I’ve deliberately and suc
cessfully to a great extent forgotten what I saw then, just as l’ve man-, 
aged to forget the exact dates of their deaths: why torture myself for 
no useful reason on two days out of every year? ’’ "Maryland, My Mary-, 
land" possesses such extreme awfulness that I can’t turn my attention to 
the less pressing dianalities of the National Anthem. One Maryland gov
ernor spent most of his two terns trying to stir up Marylanders to do 
something about tie unsuitable tune and nasty words. Descant: Has any
one figured out why even the tinnest ears can usually recognize when an 
interval between two notes is a perfect octave? I can understand the 
meshing of overtones providing tie.ear a clue when the two are sounded 
together, but I don’t see how the ear catches the relationship when they 
are played one after the other. ” In the first grade, each child sang 
a song and joined either the robins, bluebirds, or larks, three choirs 
whose order of excellence was not otherwise identified. They organized 
ths sparrows Wien they heard me. ’’ Around here, it is customary to 
reveal the details of the troubles ^n the testimony of divorce cases, 
not ■■ n the petition. In fact, all the lawyers were grumbling when one 
of their brethren inserted precisely what names his client had been 
called by her husband, when he entered the suit. Entropy: Remarks on a 
previous page apply to this, too. The front cover, however, frightened 
me: it captures entirely too fully the spirit and body of the circum
stances that obtain on my own attic. However, there are some errors of 
fact in this issue, and when mistakes turn up in something so impecca
bly done, they are quite likely to be taken for gospel truth by future 
generations of fans. For instance, the repeated references to T.
0’Conor Sloane as a nonagenenarian. He died on August 7, 1940, at the 
age 88. Jack Darrow was not "one of the biggest of the Big Name 
Fqfos" excxpt to those whose only acquaintance with fans came through 
^rozine letter columns. He always seemed to regard fanzines as some
thing that weren’t worth bothering about and he seems to have been ut
terly bored by the only worldcon he bothered to attend. ’* The need 
for footnotes also exists here. I’ll bet that half of the EAPA members 
today don’t realize that the old Boggs and Hoffman addresses lurk in 
the Tucker reprint. Asp: I own a cat now, I think, at least in the 
opinion of’the cat. The house nextdoor, subject of an item in the last 
Horizons, has undergone additional upheavals in the past three months, 
resulting in a homeless, familyless condition for a fine maltese cat. 
He has moved into the spacious quarters under my front porch, doesn’t 
seen to mind the fact that I wake him up on the two or three nights 
weekly when I don’t get home until after 2 a.m., and requires no atten
tion except the modest demand that I dig a tunnel so he can get out when 
the gap behind the porch steps gets snowed shut. The little girl next
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nL ?h extremely short and usually dull bH-FTdiThave an eJcontional 
tte Pjight. I thought that I was about to covers court "case *
the bailiff told me the name of the defendant, I said, "Oh ttet’s the’ 
bX^i? t%?1Ck b°y to death," and l’X..
te^on Al t ^rth covering. ” If local expertence is auv cri- ’

* rn™_ were nev®r so inaccurate as ttey’ve >■->-, since 
television took over. The pooled broadcasting returns nr-ssed tho mn 
md lV500Svote^etteeiodG?tdal candidaJes ln this county by circa 1,000 
StA local newspapers had the total right for one clndl—'
?„???? ?lissed by only three votes for the other, when the offidaT tal-

*^d be ?°^aF®d’ SPlane: If Cult associations barX 
“eabership I might say gcadbys, too. I am not nor have I ever been a 
was o®“official1 J®Vthat0?'ktAdCata^Uy °“ tte Walt)-I« llsts. but there 
caiiAA T*a S.4 + + 1 5? b l1^®11 me ln some sort.of special category .be-
Bv mAthnaa^it+e? let*ers of comment on most recent Cult publications, 
o? “®*hod? that I prefer not to disclose at this time, I got my name out 
radish6 in1au appropriate hurry. Minimao: Are those phone patches by ;
radio hams legal? I knew that they’re done all the time, but I wonder7 
rsrto?601?1 pef^lssion for then exists like the exemption coin collectors 
possess from the gold-hoarding edicts. Self-Jreservation: Ugh, dreams 
again intrude into the marginal comments. The fatal tailspin is a recur- '



ring, vivid one that embarrasses me as soon as it’s over for -its Freud
ian overtones. ’’ I’m waiting to see how the South commemorates Appo
mattox. In a newspaper column, I hinted that criticism of local centen
nial programs, to the effect that they celebrate pain and death, could 
be shut up if this area organized a program to mark the 100th anniversa
ry of the end of the war. But the Maryland Civil War Commission somehow 
seems to feel that its job is done. ” It looks as if Harlan should 
have tried to promote interest in his writing among television execu
tives, rather than fans. An urgent bulletin says that Outer Limits is 
a goner, and good riddance, I think. The Bull Moose: One of the mat
ters that i always mean to ask about when it happens, and always forget 
concerns blackened out passages in fanzines. We never are informed if 
the censorship was wrought by the publishers or by FAPA officials, and 
it would.be nice to know for the record. Of course, it’s usually possi
ble to figure.out what was supposed to be hidden. Included In: This

. new profiteering on tapes and records of old radio programs has begun to 
_ annoy me, no end. I think that it’s a fine hobby, to col 1 ent what has 

survived from the old days of the airwaves, but not to sell copies of 
the stuff at five to ten times the cost of duplication. There are plac- 

- es where you can have small quantities of Ip records produced for less 
_ than >?2 apiece, not counting the cost of any art on the jacket, and it’s

• nasty, to ask ^10.50 for old Crosby material, or the sums that Bill Thai-, 
ling is demanding for tapes. I have no delight in squealing, but I have
become convinced that it’s time to break up the wild profiteering by

■ . telling some networks, artists, and agents what is going on. All sorts
of contracts are infringed by the unauthorized duplication of these pro

' 1- "think that I’m fond of Meyerbeer, although it’s ad
mittedly a risky statement when I’ve never heard a really complete ner- 

°£ kis operas. The closest I’ve come was a drastically 
abridged Italian Radio tape of The Huguenots that didn’t run much long
er than three hours. From vhat I can gather from scores and the things

• I’ve heard, Meyerbeer is something like Aida: lots of fine things with 
extremely banal items constantly recurring. I suspect there will be a 
big Meyerbeer revival some day, and I’d love to write the full-scale 
book on him that the English language badly needs. ” Lester del Rev

’ c,laim®d 1Gon^?31 1over the frequency of his heart rate, so maybe- he
' tInf.alpha fre<iuency. Perhaps this rhythm accounts

for the free fall sensations I get from the passageways to one or two 
New York subway stations tiled in tiny black and white squares. Ser- 
cons Bane: I’ve never heard of a migraine headache starting in the 
+ S saPP°sed f° be the other way around, with tension from
the headache sometimes affecting muscles elsewhere. Bobolings: if

. marriage brings out long latent FAPA instincts like thi s,e there ’ s a 
temptation to tiy it myself, just to see what it would do to me. I can

■ see that tne names on my egoboo poll ballot will change considerably 
this time, as a result of the resurrection of such as Rotsler and now 
Paylat. Lighthouse: Walt Willis mentions something that recalls an 
old idea, of now to give myself immortality. He speaks of the man who 
put his initials across Irish hills with acorns. My thought was to 
attempt to create some kind of sensational picture by planting other
wise worthless mountainside land with trees whose leaves take on spec!- 
fic hues in the fall, according to variety. It should be easy to get 
reds, browis, and yellows, together with greens from evergreens, for at

• least a week or two. Then it would be nice to die in the knowledge 
.bat some, future generation would suddenly see the grownup trees form
ing for airline passengers each autumn a man thumbing his nose at the

.skies. Of course, our "descendants might chop down the trees, but there 
is always a good chance that forested areas will be rare enough to lus-
i y preservation at any cost, as the population continues to expand,

would.be


n?1? a naJ^lal way of leading i nto the fact tlat the Mrs. A. Le- 
f°y +2?b in question could quite possibly be related to Elinor. Moreov
er, ths name Doub is now preserved for all eternity locally because the 
county has assumed jurisdiction over a patch of wooded ground formerly 
fZi?vbyA^%?C?°Oi board’ which has in turn bought it from the Doub 7 
£aaS ?s kJ°wn as Doub’s Woods County Park. Nobody is allowed

Just yet, because there is a tremendous hole in it whose ex
istence the county didn’t suspect until it had accepted the school pec- 
fili-eSoutrhS °£fel< .They*ve asked the public.to help
wnv'^ Jt u?Jand nobody has thought of anything that
will du uhe job within the lifetime of those now active. ’’ This dis- 

fan manusc3:*iPts many years later is one that will 
fan£om from standpoint. My.bad habit of writing only 

t^e^Sn°L^^ if y fan Stu£f nBtes ** impossible for the universe 
nAn^^ti?o yA?Jeliminar^V®rsi0ns’ notes’ or oth9r unpolished Warner 
S+hi^^+h^ + ’r A?d my peculiar sort of character causes me to finish an- 
ytb* 1 start, no matter how badly it turns out. Those that even
T w^Slfl in?.-ico c: i fanzine get destroyed, not filed away. But

like to.gtv my ham j on a lot of fanzine items that I wrote to
“S?8/! £ fanzine editor who. needed something immediately, 

^d?te?/a£iate^befpre ? Nation. I’d like to get my ideas on the
-rn, into print, bv.t if I do, Bob Tennings is 

bound to pib^i-n r; artuv, on the topic that he got in great haste 
prising, to read Lewis Grant’s statement timt 
a;astrophes so well. Wq.cn.’t there a fire

th ree yea re ago. ’? B, • x
Chicago keeps away from c
once? The Vinega: 
so I.suppose that

Worm? . 1 
fa.'he rerrt : received one of those Bantan advertisements

x ier of the description of the Forum Publish- 
•;®» . It seems rather late in tho clay for any— 
Tarzan. But it’s strange that in all this 
as called attention to the Bomba books for

sold pretty

ing_Company’s catalog is 
one,to write imitations.c 
Burroughs revi/al, nobody ________ ;______ t.yiulJtt
bbys that were so obviously Tarzan derivatives and must have____ * _

s generation ago, to judge by the number that were in the~Cupples*& 
leon (hnless. it was Grosset * Dunlap) chtalog. I believe that there 

duZen Jbem packed away somewhere on the attic. The memory of
mS ^mewhat hazy,-.but I believe that Bomba was somewhat younger 

than Tarvan, rever encountered a Jane, and showed none of the racial 
superiorly implications of the Burroughs slob. ” Maybe there’s an

■ILtbe outcome of the Leman-Boardman feud. The' majority?
+ disputes spring up from causes that are either blundered or 

only farciy is it possible to discover what happened, 
Va5a£e ft5?fxCa-A®jIias been for8°tten in the heat of the fuss.
VSW; The billboard industry has begun a sales pitch about the safety 

by+£U£d02f adverticements. The commercials cite an. un- 
tha£ sh°wed that billboards cause drivers to look to 

b°Jk sides of the road, not just dead ahead, so t 
sible accident causes in time to react. The same 
that jpeople don’t izotice beautiful soenerv from a 
boards are in the vicinity • ■ ' ‘ "
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^tion of the censors thcsr.seIves, who may be 
;■ task. »» Maybe modern methods of teaching 
? first graders. But I’ll bet th...t the kids 
e than the time they saved at the age of six. 

^d efforts to look up things without a good 
ie letters *n the alphabet.



. That Bleak Novea.be r

One day last August, the editor called me into his office on a par
ticularly rushed night. "Do you want my job?" he asked.

I assumed that someone in the family had taken sick and he needed a 
leave of absence. But he told me something that had not yet bpgnn to 
percolate through the news room, giving, it the distinction of a really 
top secret. The editor was about to be promoted to the job of executive 
editor of the two local newspapers and someone would be needed to take 
over his duties on the morning paper for which I have toiled so many 
years. I wasted no time making up my mind. "No," I said. "You have 
more sense than you’ve ever shown before," he answered. It was the 
first tins in years he had said anything nice about me.

The editor’s job on a daily newspaper in a medium-size town .like 
Hagerstown is not like the image that the job possesses tn movies, or 
11 college journalism classes. The editor does some editing but mostly 
he fixes things when they are going wrong, tries to figure out what to 
do in the totally unprecedented circumstances that occur two or three 
times each day, and tries to keep his patience with all the crackpots 
in seven counties. The hours are enormously long, the editor misses 
tha direct contact with the life of the city that the subordi na test en
joy, and up to now, no editor has ever reached retirenant age without 
dropping dead. Only two years before, the afternoon paper had lost its 
editor in ten seconds as he was walking through the local Newberry’s 
dime store. These and many other reasons had caused me to decline the 
offer^without thanks, and now I changed my mind. For the first time 

there were some modest compensations to the evils of an 
editorship, that I hadn’t recognized when unobtainable. The job pays 
mere than I make and might hasten by several years the financial inde- 

tha?uI,V? lons P?rsVed’ the editorship went to someone else 
t tJle ri^k of Ending myself subordinate to an individual whom

MP?e imP?rtant, perhaps, was the thought that I seem to get 
more aid moie tired all the time of running my legs off after news lug
ging a camera through stonn and heat, suffering the blame for all the 

g? wrons without a specific scapegoatj and enduring the bar
rage Of telephone calls at my home during non-wTorking hours that implore 
me to provide instant and thorough coverage for a dinner meeting or 
award ceremony. The editor must sit around the office almost all the 
timeI +X1 wa£* always a bit grateful at my good.fortune when the new edit
or of the afternoon paper soon grew *nto the habit of keeping milk of 
magnesia in his desk drawer. But new the sedentary life appeared in a 
vision with luring as well as distasteful consequences.

So I told the editor that I’d changed my mind and I did want his 
job and except for one tremendous glare he said or did nothing more for 
a long time.. Weeks passed and I’d begun to think that maybe I'd dr pained 
he whole thing,, Then I got instructions to show some getup and go, if 

I wanted to.be considered for the editorship. I should present my case 
to the publisher.. I did. He seemed pleased that I’d finally taken 
care of this amenity and instructed me about the ritual that has been de
vised by the comjany when thinking of promotions for anyone above the 
level of janitor. I don’t think it wise to go into detail on what hap
pened next, because there’s always the chance that someone out there in 
fandom might take a potshot at me by forwarding this issue of Horizons 
to someone who doesi’t understand the frankness with which we normally 
express ourselves in TAPA. So let us synopsize the proceedings into the 
simple statement that I was interviewed in a manner that still gives me 
shudders and unexpected changes in the higher echelons of the nnmpany oc
curred to change the editorship situation considerably. The editor con-



tinned, to be editor, the-o-rlgtreuL assumed
to be-spurlos^eTsunkan in the depths of California journalisnr'^etnined 
to his local duties, and I heard nothing more than rumors about thefts 
t ure situation.. My main reaction was that, of .exasperation. Suspense 
over the future of my job had become a" quite nervewracking thing that 
made-it impossible for me to concentrate quite as much as 1 prefer on 
such things as enjoying a vacation or cutting stencils for Horizons, i 
waai’t aire hew I’d react, whichever way the decision went and I wanted 
very badly to know what was going to happen, to get the deebt out of my 
mind. But it wasn’t until November that I discovered the decision. The 
publisher trckiKj into his office, told me that the re had boen sown forty 
applicants for the job with the air of a man who didn’t realize before 
how many idiots there arc in the world, and said that they had chosen 
sememe .else to be editor. I suspect that he braced himself for some 
sort of Violent reaction from me, but nothing happened. I was relieved 
tint the suspense had snapped and my only other reaction was that of 
slight annoyance that he wouldn’t reveal the identity of the new editor. 
It would be announced to the full staff within a week, he said. .

I developed a roll of film, made a print for tho next day’s news
paper, decided that I might as well go out and get some sapper, and sud— 
denly I found myself raging with a white anger that hadn’t existed a mo
ms nt earlier. I probably created it unwlttligly when for the first tin® 
I began to realize that someone else in Hagerstown might become editor. 
There were a helf-dozen possibilities, most of them currently working 
for the newspaper, one or two others employed in public relations work 
elsewhere lii the city bus with journalistic background. I know what a 
ccndascending, half-scornful attitude the whole community takes toward 
several men.who were in major positions of responsibility at the news
paper before it was sold four years ago and have since been supplanted 
by other men but have accepted the demotion and hang onto their lowlier 

f®that I couldn’t bear to live in Hagerstown if something of 
the sort were nw happening to me: the city editor is not tne exalted ; . 
individual 'shat the general manager and the advertising director were, 
put I didn’t want to topple from even this lowly pedestal. I got to 
the bottom of the stairs, stopped for a moment, wondering if.-i should 
turn to the right and tell the publisher that I was quitti^ Immadiate- 
iy, then went7 straight ahead and out onto the street. It was raw, 
foggy November evening and I felt clammy. I always perspire•:annoyingly 
«hen I get wrked up over something. I took out of my overcoat pocket 
the letters that I’d been trying all day to remember to mail and headed 
for the mailbox on the corner, knowing that I’d better not try to eat 
until I’d simmered down enough to give my digestive processes a fair 
chance.

Kenny Taylor saw me almost as soon as I emerged from the building. 
He is the victim, of some obscure physiological condition that causes him 
to walk with great difficulty something like a kangaroo, slurs his 
speech, and doer not help his mental processes. There was a slight tie 
between us, for we’d been neighbors the last time I was in the hospital. 
Kenny’s nose ha d started to bleed and wouldn’t stop bleeding, and local 
tradition says that this is invariably fatal. The hospital stopped the 
nosebleed after severe! days of dogged effort but Kenny had learned that 
the combination of his physical condition and high blood pressure made 
it essentia-i. fo,;.' him to retire from his vocation as newspaperboy. He 
had gotten out of the hospital at about the same tier, as 1 did, sold the 
route, refused rhe welfare checks that everyone had assumed he.’d need, 
and was enjoying life for the first time in retirement. Kenny, a trifle 
older than I am, spends most of his time at the Antietam Fire Hall, en



joys nothing more than a lot of kidding about the way he _usc and 
talk, and asked me to make sure he got to the fire hall safely. I took 
him down the street, suddenly aware that here was a simple soul who had 
faced a crisis analogous in a way to my own and had made a decision, in
volving the very same source of livelihood. Halfway to our destination 
he stopped. ”1 almost fell down that hole the other day,” he said ’ 
pointing to the steep steps leading to the offices of a real estate man 
who inhabits the only partially explored lowest level of the business 
districto This strengthened the bond, because I had been rather nervous 
that week about that very spot, inasmuch as I had published a front page 
picture of the worst eyesore in downtown Hagerstown and the owner of it 
is the very same real estate man who had reacted violently. I assured 
Kenny that 1 had a good hold of him but he still didn’t resume the wrIk 
and I began to feel sorry for .?Qnieone who couldn’t remember what he want
ed to do for more than a few moments. I tugged gently at him and he 
pointed at the mailbox. "You forgot to mail your letters,” he reminded 
me. I walked hack to the mailbox, got Kenny safely to the fire hall, 
then walked around the block four times, thinking hard and rather con
fusedly. I knew that sages like Rick Sneary say that things very rarely 
happen to me, s erne thtpg had definitely happened, and it was very import
ant that I make the most of this occurrence, for there was no tel 11ng 
when the next critical point in my life might come along.

Instead of a full meal, I decided to limit myself to a steamer and 
a cup of coffee and a slice of pie. The steamer is supposed to be nat
ive to this part of Maryland; at least, the Baltimore Sun got no com
plaints when it ran a feature story on the phenomenon a while back, 
claiming that it is unknown elsewhere. It is best described as predi
gested hamburger. Strangers encountering it are usually advised to eat 
it . with closed eyes the first time or two. Donna, the most interesting 
waitress known to me at present, served me. Outwardly, she looks as if 
she were about to graduate from junior high school, with a face that is 
so innocent that Disney animals look sophisticated in comparison. She 
is short and has the straightest hair that any woman has ever possessed, 
an affliction that causes recurring cycles of rebellion, adoption of ex
treme measures to cause it to remain curled for at least an hour or two 
and eventual recognition of the fact that this is the way that God wants 
it and that he is serious about having his will done. But somewhere in
side this unimposing physical superstructure I’m pretty sure that there 
are both Donna Anna and Donna Elvira, battling for ascendancy, she is 
married to a slob, halfway separated from him, has a small daughter, and 
is fighting the good fight against the overwhelming temptation to take 
one of the easy roads leading away from the nasty mess that her life has 
become. Apparently this situation ccmes through to other people besides 
me. "Most of my customers smile at me," Donna says. "I’m sure I don’t 
know what they think it’s going to do."' Dtana Anna appears when there 
is a mixup over whether a sandwich should be toasted or another girl al
lows the pan to run over while making coffee. Donna is shift leader and 
takes her responsibility much more seriously than if her father had been 
skewered by a man she mistook for her lover. She is much less noisy 
than the. original Donna Anna but her absolutely flat chest surges and 
billows in the most alarming manner and the manner in which she tosses a 
clean towel over her shoulder renains graven in the memory for months. 
Donna Elvira appears whenever an old friend from pre-marriage days sits 
dowi at the counter or the policeman assigned to the corner decides he 
should get off his feet for a while or she must work during her time of 
the month and seems ready to do anything to get out from behind that 
counter. I used to worry about Donna Elvira, but now I know that this



half of her personality is not quite strong enough to cause a disaster 
and that it always gets shoved out of sight in plenty of time. If there 
is a deity, I hope that Donna’s own particular dissolute gets punito as 
soon and as painfully as possible, and that Donna wi11 immediately find 
semeone who will let her lead the one life that would make her happy: 
a ticket to the races and $6 for ths parimutuels every sunny weekday of 
the year. On this particular evening, Donna told me that I locked skin
nier than ever and the food, such as it was, also made me feel slightly 
better. .

. Back at the office, I surprised myself by acting so normally that 
nobody sensed that a crisis had arri ved. It was my night to work late, 
and during tho last two or three hours of those nights, there is not 
much brainwork to do: just proof to read, an occasional reference to the 
teletype to mako sure nothing late i'S breaking, and finally a grim 
struggle with Sie composing room foreman to try to salvage something out 
of the makeup that the front and back pages were intended to have and 
which he has proof positive can never come into reality. Those hours 
that night provided ne with the decision that I needed so badly. It was 
a decision to quit. :

The next day, I hogan to survey my possible futures. I knew that 
they were more numerous-than would be the case for a married man or a 
person with such complications as a lot of debts or poor health. Kenny 
made me realize how alluring idleness was, all of a sudden. I’m not 
rich enough to end my working career before my 42nd birthday, and yet it 
might be possible to achieve a miracle, if Kenny had done so. I can liv® 
on a low tudget, for a variety of reasons. I owe nobody a cent, have no 
dependents, prefer the simplest clothing and food, the house is mine, 
and the cost of living in Hagerstown is nob excessive. On Saturday I 
reckoned up my financial situation. It was precariously close to giv
ing me a cternoe of stopping work and surviving on income from invest
ments plus whatever sums I might obtain by a small amount of freelance 
writing. It would mean selling the car, buying books and records only 
on the greatest of occasions, looking the other way if I happened to 
see a woman who would make an ideal wife, and above all, avoiding broken 
hips. In less than a quarter-century, my problem would be ended be
cause I would be either dead or eligible for social security. But I 
was not certain how my psyche would react to a situation in which I 
couldn’t spend money when I want to. As things are now, I don’t waste 
much money but on the occasional times when I decide I really want . 
something, I buy it without the need to worry about whether I can afford 
it and I usually get the expensive model or make. A rise in the cost of 
living or worsening health a few years after this kind of. premature re
tirement could leave me in a serious trouble.

, But there was another way to get the san© result. This house is 
much too big for one person, except for consideration of the storage 
requirements of a person like me. At only a slight cost, it could be 
adapted into two apartments. I could confine myself to one apartment, 
rent out the ether, and the income from this rent would be the difference 
between a precarious balance and some leeway in my finances. The space 
problem wouldn’t be 'xo bad: I could retain rights to either the attic 
or the cellar^ and there is the huge two-level multiple garage at the 
end of the yard that I haven’t even started to fill up. Other people in 
the house would be a sort of insurance against sudden sickness or acci
dent to me, if my intact condition weren’t guranteed by ny habit of dai
ly appearances at ths office where my failure to show would Instantly be 
interpreted as something wrong. However, the apartment idea also had a 
monstrous defect. My way of life is rich in decibels. The typewriter



bangs away an hour or so daily and would get more use if x cuuu b vire 
^®elf°n tjie °ther typewriter at the office. It’s hard to Imagine 
life without a naif hour or so of piano playing every day. There is the 
record collection. Time differentials make it possible to listen to 
baseball, basketball, and football for six or eight hours at a time in 
season. The prob lam could be mitigated by earphones, typewriter cush
ions, and the like, but hardly solved, altogether. Besides, those hos- 

: pi tai and convalescent home stays taught me the virtues of orivacy and
the sublimity of having complete peace and quiet available when de
sired.. Only by the most improbable of chances would I find as tenants 
an individual or a couple who made little racket themselves, didn’t ob
ject to mine, and could live beside the air conditioner mentioned in 
the previous Horizons.

Another job- in Hagerstown? Well, I don’t know how to do anything 
except work for the newspaper, and there is no other publishing company 

■ The unemployment total here has been high for years and this
fall things have.grown much worse: a strike at Ifeck Tricks, the biggest 
local employer, is In its second month and may run many weeks longer 

... there is talk of a merger of two railroads that would throw hundreds’of 
railroaders in and near Hagerstown out of work, and Fairchild has built 
a: fine modern factory, near Washington in favor cf which it will undoubt
edly abandon its local operations within a year or two. You can always 
get a job as a salesman around here but I’m sure that my personality 
doesn t cut me out for that sort of job, and the films that are always 

for salesmen are the ones where I wouldn’t make half the money 
. that the newspaper now pays me. A strenuous effort to support myself 

?ree lancln6 would te the only genuine local recourse.
And i don t think this kind of vocation would appeal to me. It’s easy 
to guess what would happen. By hard work, I’d earn x number of dp]la rg 
during the first six months, and I would drive myself much harder dur
ing the next- six months to obtain x plus 500 dollars, to reassure my
self about how I could increase the income any time I wished, and then
the second year I’d work like a dog in the hope that I might earn en-
°u + ° -tO savinSs 5n addition to supporting myself, and the fin- 

station would be as unfortunate as if I were selling vacuum clean
ers with a quota hanging over. me. No, my mental makeup is the kind that 
fpetthnt111COlnettllat wontt cilanSe in ratio to the amount of time and ef-

then

Aove somewhere else? I have no doubt about my ability to get a de
cent newspaper job almost, anywhere in the nation, but the work is prettv 
muoh the same everywhere and the agony involved in getting intimately 
acquainted with another towi in order to be a good reporter in it quick
ly became obvious. Try to retire in some area where living expenses are 
dirtcheap? This plan presented the fewest objections of all, except for 
the intangible ones about how homesick I might get and how likely might 
be sone kind of serious trouble or breakdown with no income of great 
proportions in a strange area. I just haven’t the guts to expatriate 
myself without a preliminary personal look at the people and living con
ditions, and I doubt that there’s any place in this nation where there 
is the combination of a fine environment and low expenses. Once again , p® Abbies enter the picture. It’s frightful, the amount of time and’ 
effort that would be involved in moving the records and even the bare 
midimum portions of the fannish lares and penates necessary to continue 

this way of life. .
• When I was a little boy, I had a Lionel electric train. At that 

time, Lionel had just introduced a new automatic feature. Even longer 
ago, when you wanted to reverse the direction of the locomotive, you 



pushed a little lever tiat stuck out of the front, but now the locomo
tive automatically reversed direction each time it was restarted after 
a halt. This sounds strange, but 4n practice it worked quite well: if 
you wanted to stop the train and then resume progress in the seme di
rection, you simply gave the tiniest flick of power to the enr'po 
with your switch after the halt, then immediately restored power fully, 
and the mechanism had gone through its reverse cycle without budging 
and now was moving forward again. But my own particular locomotive .did 
not operate quite right and repeated trips back to the factory, and sev
eral dissections by my father never traced the cause of tie trouble. 
Every so often, when power was turned on, the poor thing would sit 
there, clicking frantically, its mechanism shuttling back and forth a 
couple of times a second, never settling down long enough to permit mo
tion in either direction. This was something that hadn’t been dis
turbed in my memory cells for a decade or two. But in those next few 
days the analogy between me and that long-ago toy suddenly popped up 
unbidden. (Simultaneously, it occurred to me for the first time that 
this faulty mechanism could conceivably have had a bad effort on my 
mental processes, for I’ve been plagued most of my life with occasional 
situations in which an unimportant decision paralyzes me totally and 
foolishly, preventing me from taking either of two possible actions for 
an absurd length of time. Putting things down on paper sometimes eases 
one’s mind; say a little prayer for me as you read.) I wanted to quit, 
but I wanted to know before 1 quit what course of action I intended to 
pursue. Calculating probable income and the minimum of expenses “with
out a regular job succeeded in killing some time, inquiries into the 
cost of installing a new bathroom and making other changes in the house 
provided some additional work for an idle mind, but a decision couldn’t 
be postponed much longer, or the feilure to act would constitute a de
cision of sorts of its own. And of course, there was always the thought 
of the road not taken. What would I miss, if I didn’t wait and see who 
the new editor might be, what sort of person he proved to be, which 
changes he might contrive in the news department? What if the manage
ment decided next year to combine the morning and the evening pixper, 
leaving no editor for the morning paper to worry about at all? Or .sup
pose the new editor proved incompetent or got an irresistible offer 
from the Christian Science Monitor after six months on the job?

. While the direction reversal mechanism buzzed unavailingly, a few 
thiijgs were happening around me. The telegraph editor quit, so that . 
removed one possible new editor. He’d wanted the job, too, and had re
mained in the employment of the Hagerstown newspaper only because he 
thought he might get it. He was one of the two .men under whom I posi
tively would not have wo iked. Vocal scores of .^Elektra and Daphne • name 
from a German fan with whom I’m avoiding the high cost of commercially 
imported music by a trade arrangement. They were the only things that 
could possibly have distracted me fro mt he main concern and they were 
also a mute memento mori of my fortunes, for even at the bargain trad- , 
ing cost, they would be out-of-reach luxuries on a sharply reduced in
come and suddenly I didn’t think that I could face a future that didn’t 
contain the hope of someday owning the Strauss operas that I still do 
not possess. And something else that I’d been trying to forget contin
ued to nag at me. During the early fall, I’d bought a first-rate turn
table, tone arm, and cartridge as the start of a replacement of my ex
tremely old and feeble audio equipment. Now I couldn’t afford the oth
er components, if every dollar must be watched and it is quite obvious . 
that my present equipment will become totally useless in the foreseeei- 
ble future, as transistors assume complete charge and the vacuum tube 
types that are now hard to find become unobtainable.



ixie 3111101111061116111; of "the new editor was fumbled, With respect to me. 
The company decided to inform the staff by little chats with each employe 
instead of calling everyone together and saying it once. The official 
who conducted the little chats thought that the publisher had told me the 
nane of the new editor, the other members of the staff assumed that I’d 
known it all along, and as a result I di dn’t find out about the new boss 
until I learned by accident, some days after everyone else in Hagerstown 
was aware of the identity. It turned out to be someone nobody had ever 
heard of before, from Akron. It also developed that the editor whose 
job I was supposed to get won’t be executive editor after all. He’s 
getting another duty that is close enough to a step downward to deflect 
in his direction any whispering about promotions going astiay that might 
have been aimed at me. As far as I know, I’m still city editor..

As you must have guessed by now, my decision ms to make no .deci
sion, a procedure that pretty well typifies my life up to now. I want 
the rest of that audio equipment. If Donna can fight the good fight in 
the teeth of such temptation to take one of the many easy ways out, may
be I should emulate her, at least for a while. Besides, it occurred to 
me two weeks.later than it would have entered the mind of anyone else 
tlfet conversion of the house to apartments would be more expensive than 
I d calculated. .The pantry is the only suitable place for installing a 
bathroom downstairs and I’d forgotten about the sketchy construction of 
this portion of the house, apparently added after the main building went 
up. The temperature in the pantry during the winter averages ten degrees 
under the outside air, and a great deal of insulating or rebuilding will 
be necessary to prevent frostbite during certain modem rites.

The new editor won’t take over until after the first of the year 
several weeks after the typing of this. He has made one visit tn’ T-fogeya— 
town. 'I was covering an odd murder trial that day. It had been moved 
here from Anne Arundel County, where too many people had been emotional 
about ;the attempted rape and slaying of an 83-year-old resident of an old 
folks* home. The police had full confessions from two men, each of whom 
insisted that he did it alone and unaided, and the two had equally con
vincing knowledge of certain things about the crime that a non-partici
pant couldn t have been expected to know. But finally the FBI managed to 
determine who was lying by analysis of hair, blood, and semen specimens 
left by the murderer. The innocent man is in a boobyhatch and the guilty 
one is now awaiting sentencing for first degree murder. I was introduced 
to the.new editor while I was writing the story, shook hands, and went 
home to find the new issue of Double:Bill awaiting me. While leafing 
through it, I remembered suddenly that .it wasn’t the first thing that I 
had seen from Akron that day and for the first time I realized that I’d 
not even taken the time to look closely at my new boss. He’s reputed to 
be knowledgable, easy-going, and was liked by the other employes who were 
more attentive to what was in their presence that night. But there is 
no getting away from it: of the two things that came from Akron to Hag
erstown that day, the fannish one interested me much more. '

So now I feel a little like the character in a Stendhal novel who 
never learns for certain if the confusion that he was in one day was re— 
ally t ne battle of Waterloo. I think that I’ve met a crisis and I hope 
that ! did the sensible thing rather than following the instinctive and 
emotional course of action. There is some consolation in the thought 
that .1 can always change my mind if things prove unsatisfactory a month 
or a year from now, in contrast to the nonreversible nature of an immed
iate resignation. But there’s also the dully painful recognition of the 
fact.that I may have doomed myself to vegetation in the easy and nonpro
ductive way of life, that this was my one big chance to escape and that 
I stayed in prison. It’s a heck of a thing to know that you’ll be eligi
ble for social security starting in the year 1984. '



All Our Yesterdays

A fandom that is not battling the post office is as hard to picture 
as a Cato who said, ”Who gives a damn about Carthage, anyway?” It would 
probably be possible to find the first faint grumblings•from fans about 
postal service in the earliest letter columns, when a faim lad got his 
magazine through the-mail with a tom cover or stained edges. Several 
stories of fantasy interest were involved in fights about mailability, 
long before fandom became an entity. However, it was not until the 
1940’s that these preliminary skirmishes threatened to develop into 
pitched battles.. _

Generally, it is possible to distinguish between two types of re
lated postal troubles: those that the post office initiates without 
prompting and those that someone 4n fandom instigates or threatens to 
create. Other postal troubles are quite mild, comparatively, and are 
accepted by most fans as part of the workings of fate. Thus, there was 
little protest when FAPA’s coup with jiffybags, desigaed to prevent 
mailings from arri ving in shredded and partial condition, proved effec
tive for only six months, after which clerks and delivery men through
out ths nation showed their adaptability to new conditions by acquiring 
the ability to rend the new amor asunder.

The earliest case in which a fan became famous for joining forces 
with the forces of censorship in the post office goes back to 1944, 
when langley Searles threatened to send TAPA publications that offended 
him to postal authorities. Ackerman called it ’’moral blackmail” when 
Searles announced: ”If I see any pornography, pictorial or otherwise, . 
in mailings subsequent to that in which this number appears, I shall 
promptly send the offending publications, with the proper information, 
to the postmaster general.” As we shall see, it was many years before 
anyone began to carry out in systematic manner this threat.

One great difficulty has always involved the fact that the post 
office doesn’t like to rule in advance on the mailability of anything. 
Speer found that out around the same time when he attempted to deter
mine what would happen if a lithographed illustration for Le Zombie 
were mailed and someone squealed or a copy were inspected. He got 
this ruling from the Post Office Department in Washington: ”The law 
does not require the Post Office Department to make a ruling as to the 
mailability of matter that is not 4n the mails or that has not been 
deposited for nailing. The dispatch by postmasters and postal employ
es of matter deposited in the mails constitutes no guarantee of its 
mailability under the postal obscene statutes. Those statutes are 
criminal laws and one must of course accept full responsibility for 
depositing any natter in the mails whi ch is in violation thereof.” 
Another hint of the future climax came when the "whole natter got 
laughed Into temporary oblivion, because someone claimed that the cov
er of an E. Everett Evans publication depicting the progress of man-, 
kind from the caves’to future glories was a hidden glorification of 
homo se xuality.

A little later, however, fanzine editors began to experience 
real, rather than threatened, postal complications. Ever-lovin’ Max 
Keasler first lost NFT'F support for his fanzine, then found the post 
office also threatened to withdraw assistance from it. The June, 
1951, issue of Fan Variety contained pages that authorities described 
as "material of questionable mailability under the postal obscenity 
law". Max went underground, claiming for TV the distinction of being 
the first border-run fanzine, but a little later he changed the title 
to Opus, just to be on the safe side. Portland, Ore., publishers ran 
into difficulties at much the same time. Forrest Davis’ Incineratinn«



was denied mailing privileges at least- once, possibly twice. There are 
conflicting stories, but apparently the fourth issue achieved the ulti
mate distinction of being so bad that Rog Phillips refused to review it 
in Amazing Stories and the fifth issue included several Christmas, cards 

■ with attributes that someone in the postal service disliked, perhaps 
the length of the teeth on the infant Jesus getting liquid refreshment.

’ This was the year i'n which Russ Watkins tried to organize through his 
fanzine, Dawn, a “censor crusade” to clean up fanzine productions. He 

•was shouted down by fans who preferred the freedom of the press, but 
warning wards were sounded, like Bob Silverberg’s: '’There are certain 
fanzines published now which are ’"n very bad taste. One of them was 
just stopped by the post office department.” Silverberg emnhasized 
that he was dead set against an official fannish censor. Will Kirby 
approached the problem from a different tack. He mailed part of the . 
edition of the first issue of Spaceslip to prominent fans in care of 
the fans’ postmasters, enclosing extra postage and asking those nota
bles to forward the publications if they thought they wouldn’t harm 
the fans. All that happened was that some fans never did see that is- 

-Sue, whose contents were innocuous in the extreme. This little event 
is trivial in itself, except as a sample of how things can happen be- 
'fere history is ready for them. • ' .

The 1950’s were marked by intensification of the troubles, involv
ing new fans and slightly different circumstances. There was the issue 
of Spicy Stf. Stuff that disrupted the Detroit Science Fiction League. 
Mothers of some of the younger members saw it and.persuaded their heirs 
to resign. However, all was not lost, for in a rare burst of coopera
tion, the postal inspectors suggested exactly what words must be removed 
to pe.rmit its mailing. It dutifully appeared in a 1953 SABS nailing, 
with the offending words blacked out, and readers invited to submit 250 
for a separate list of the missing words. Nan Gerding, of all people, 
had difficulties when postal authorities in Washington sat on the 14th, 
issue of Nandu for three months, before finally approving it. For tun-- 
ately, Nan had already sent out most copies of the edition the preced- . 
ing year, so most fans weren’t unduly delayed. As entities, FARA, and 
the Cult were in difficult ies a little later. A nude on the cover of 
a FAPA publication was the crisis for that organization. Dick Hney, 
then official editor, was allowed to send out the mailing, with that 
item withdrawn, and was forced to submit the following mailing for in
spection. B. Joseph Fekete was annoyed no end when the post office be
gan to confiscate all Cult material addressed to him, stamning it ^sub
versive material”. The big episode involving the mails of this approxi
mate period is one that is best left untold as far as names and. specif
ics are concerned, for protection of and against individuals who. are 
still up and around. Suffice it to Say that a thoroughly unpopular fan 
slipped into the custom of going to the authorities about every fan with 
whom he engaged in a dispute. He was finally silenced by becoming the 
target for something of the same sort. Tie re is probably no truth to 
the legend that various fans helped out by subscribing to certain publi-. 
cations and ordering certain other articles in his name at a time when 
he was under the. closest scrutiny. .

There appeared from time to time proposals to do something about 
the intolerable strain on the nerves of fans that the post office creat
ed. In 1957, for instance, Larry Shaw urged fandom to secede from the .; 
post; office. This would have consisted, of organization of an underground 
railroad for dissemination of fannish letters and publications. The ulti
mate goal was to be a climactic emergence into tte open, simultaneously 
with complete destruction of the entire government postal service, by im



pregnating thermite into an entire edition of Life. Unfortunately, 
some, clod took seriously a much less radical proposal in.the early 
1960’s. This concerned V<c Ryan’s fanzine, Bane, which published an 
Alan Dodd article, '’You, Too Can Be a Post-Office Robber". The post ’ 
office wouldn’t have gone much deeper in the red even if every reader 
had adopted the intolerably laborious tactics that Dodd pretended to . 
propose to obtain a second use of a postage .stamp. But Ryan was clos
eted.for a time with a postal inspector and then was required to visit 
a "United States attorney, in order to escape with nothing worse than a 
warning. Perhaps it was a similar adventure that caused Mike McInerney 
to write his celebrated definition of a mailman: "the lowest, sneakiest, 
most conniving, cheating, rotten, good-for-nothing creature that ever 
crawled around in the slime of this or any otherworld in the vast in- 
fi.nity of space or time.”

Somewhat later, the first reference to fanzines in the Postal Bul
letin that is known to me appeared in the 22534th issue of the leaflet 
that goes daily to all postmasters.. In typical detail, it is directed 
to "all postal installations-" and instructs postmasters that:

”1. -Fanzines. Effective August 1 next, postmasters in installations 
lower tian first class are instructed to mail inspection copies of so- 
called "fanzines” to the nearest first-class post office. A "fanzine" 
is: a. normally • mimeogiaphed, hectographed, lithographed, photooffset, 
carbonco.pied, printed, or otherwise reproduced, except for those that are 
created on the typewriter; b. not to be confused with school publica
tions, except- in- instances where the postmaster cannot determine the ca
tegory, under which circumstances he shall forward to the Procurement 
Division, Bureau of Facilities, five copies of Fom 5984.1. 2. Jtost-
masters shall not contact the district attorney, state’s attorney, or 
equivalent authority without express instructions from regional head
quarters in written form, properly countersigned, because of the great 
proportion of unobjectionable ’-fanzines’. 3. It is not necessary to 
write ’letters of comment’ on these ’fanzines’ as some postmasters at
tempt to do in accordance with instructions conveyed by small v’s on a 
list contained on some interior page. All postoffices, including those 
above, below, and at the level of second class post offices, will re
ceive within seven days an ample supply of two-volume sets of instruc
tions on when these ’checklists’ are to be construed as -requiring first 
class postage."

.Immediately recognizable, behind the stern directive, is the fine 
Italian hand of Walt Brandt. He had quit fandom once in typically emo
tional reaction to hearing an old, sad story, that of the former No. 
One Fan who ' had been indicted by a grand jury on five counts after a 
letter that he had written to a correspondent got into the wrong hands 
and what this famous fan considered "private matters of mutual erotic 
interest" almost cost him five years in prison or a 05,000 fine or both. 
Deepsea ted fannish instincts made it impossible for Walt to remain gafi- 
ated very long, and innate good humor quickly caused him to realize that 
this particular storm had bldwn over for the fan involved with conse
quences not much worse than a lot of worry. But Brandt became obsessed 
with, the desire to do something about the post office difficulties. He 
b^gan in 1965 his research into the past fannish history of the topic, 
compiling a thick sheaf of accounts of episodes that I have not attempt
ed to cover: lawsuits that grew out of statements distributed by mail, 
the frequency with' which a good fan attempts to live down over the years 
the indiscretion of running to the postmaster or a lawyer committed as a 
neofan, the inordinate delays to which fanzines are subjected before de
livery to destination while magazines of national circulation paying far 
less for postage on a per-ounce basis are hustled into mailslots on a 



precision schedule. At either the Lone on of 1965 or the following 
year’s convention, the then unknown Brandt heard a couple of veteran 
fans reminiscing about the Will Kirby-Spaceslip episode. Brandt went 
home, wrote down everything about the event, as he remembered it, and 
filed it with the • remainder of the episodes •’n his bulging dossier. 
But he couldn’t get it out of his mind. . He had long intended to pub
lish a fanzine of his own, was about to repeat the experiment that 
Kirby had tri.ed so many years ago when he had a fuss with his family, 
and moving into a small room in a boarding house, found it necessary 
to dispose of his collection. Brandt sold the older fanzines, as a 
spacesaving measure, could find no market for those who had emerged in 
the .past couple of months, and was about to bum them when one of the 
great fannish ideas occurred. Nov; that he no longer contributed to 
the expenses of his parents’ home, he had more money to spare. He put 
several score recent fanzines into new envelopes, bought new postage 
for'them, mimeographed a letter denouncing the editors, and mailed one 
copy of the letter and one fanzine to the postmasters of a number of 
American cities chosen at random. Of course, he had carefully scanned 
each-publication to ascertain its hamlessness; those that contained 
even borderline items, he destroyed. Puzzled fanzine editors in sever
al parts of the nation received requests to visit their postmaster, be
cause a few of these gentlemen had not trusted their ability to deduce 
the. true meaning of straightforward prose, and poetry and had feared : 
some.unmailable subtleties lurked behind the apparent contents. In this 
manner, Brarflt’s actions became known, the cities in which fans had been 
subjected to this needless embarrassment were listed in a dozen fanzines 
ancL the postmasters there were almost at once receiving almost daily new 
issues of fanzines., always accompanied by letters asking the authorities 
to act on the non-exi stent obscenities and subversities. therein. From 
this manner of revenge on a few postmasters, it was an easy and obvious 
step toward the extension of the mock denunciations to authorities at 
post, offices large and small, throughout the land. The Postal Bulletin 
item appeared at this point.

Even as recently as last year, controversy continued to rage over 
the ultimate wisdom of the new craze for baiting the post office. But 
with' the arrival of the 1970’s, fandom throughout the nation seems to 
a&rbe that the benefits have outdistanced the disadvantages. There are 
a few diehards who contend that we would be better off with larger fan
zines than are possible when a hundred or more copies of each issue are 
reserved for. challenges to postal authorities to find non-existing ini
quities. However, the added expense that has been placed on fanzine 
editors may well be balanced by the greater amounts of spare time given 
to fans who can read the fan press output in half the time, and there 
has. been a substantial saving through the cheap postal arrangements of
fered by Washington authorities two years ago in a glaring and unsuc- : 
c^ssful attempt to bribe fandom into laying off. V/e have lost at last 
ebunt 23 fans to the postal service, but those who have sold themselves 
for rewards promised if they can find something unmailable in fanzines 
might have begun newlclubs-- back in the old days. Three postmasters 
were in the top 25 of fandom at the time of the last fall poll. Less 
cheering is the obvious degeneration in moral tone and purity of lan
guage in the fan press today: too many fanzine editors have taken ad
vantage of the fact that they can write whatever they please and nobody 
will pay attention to denunciations of them. I leave for a future his
torian the matter of what success Brandt obtains in his most recent ef
fort to break up fan feuding. ’ . ;

(Preprinted from the third volume of my fan history published by Advent)



The Worst of Martini -

After Many a Year....
: I’m an.inveterate no-letter writer as you know. I appreciated, 

your last note/fanzine which had. sone news about yourself besides the ■ 
warning that it was the last until you heard from me. I do hope you*!! 
consider this an answer. .

Last October we moved from a few furnished rooms 4n Hartford to a 
brand spanking new ranch in Berlin (American Zone). From dismal small
ness it is a great change. We keep feeling someone will wander in and • 
explain there’s been a mistake—that we’ll have to go back to the fur
nished rooms. .

’ Everything we own has been stored since 1943—when last the draft
for me. Too little furniture and too many crates of books and sund-

t ries. Never have I seen so many sundries. An attic full—’twill take
' months to unpack and sort. Fun, though, somewhat like being an archeo- -i

logist. We find so many things we didn’t know we had we’re beginning 
to wonder if we raided the storage. Like one night discussing the need 
for. at least six good pony glasses—luckily we unpacked another box.
You giessed it—I had to buy the glasses. '

Of course, in the meanwhile, the place looks like it was designed . 
by -Frankenstein and furnished by the Collyer brothers. Lots of true ■ ■ 
American antiques—or early Sears-Roebuck. ;• . •

A new house as I’m rapidly discovering needs a wide variety of ac- - 
coutrements: screens, storm windows, double-paning in the picture win
dow (26 feet of glass ceiling to floor), insulate in the cellar, stop 
that leak, tote that grading, get a little drunk and—ahi wrong • missal.

Normally, duriig the summer we go hiking along the Appalachian 
Trail. Spend a couple of weeks in the AMO network in the White Moun- 
tains—under the impression that a vacation is a ’’change”. Seeing as . : 
how we stay under a wet rock the balance of the year it’s a shocking 
change. Well,' betcha this year I’ll get my ”change” building a patio 
or the like. ■

... But still I claim my intentions are honorable—as far as corres
pondence is concerned. So do let me hear.from you—good, bad or indif
ferent. At least a note, a postal card—helloJ Are you there? I . 
don’t'hear a wo rd! *’ ... . ...

I have a feeling this issue of Grotesque is destined for great ■ 
popularity and success—three people already have stated it is complete
ly ridiculous. .....

1064th Mailing....
Martian Wjndbagg (Georg Authaus)—Pretty clever, lithoing the zine on 
the back of Martian sandpaper. Never could read Martian. Tided to . .. 
put it to the traditional use but found that sandpaper is sandpaper is. 
sandpaper. Out Damned Spot (Lemuel)—'That’s what X said. Asteroid 

’ Belt Notch 3 (SznumxT- Maybe that’s poetry in the-Asteroid Belt but.
it*s more like pidgen Univ to me. On the second page, for example 

Xi them waluit peri th wahh
5 Hilder mayem wold enathh .

■ Horif perth in tothick xem '
Walla yee in perinem. ....

Now,; most of you have been right there. We know the ”Mayem wold” - '
would never ”walla yee in”. The inference is ridiculous. You might7' ' 
as well say a ’’Xusha berin” would. ”ferig wahl”. Which is quite a fam- ■ ■ 
ous joke. In fact, I never fully appreciated the intended pun until; I 7 
saw Bi It on Merle at the Crater Club, Earth Moon, one night. It was a 
marioin-smoker, and—well, maybe this isn’t the place to go. into such ., 
stories. They’re really ’’out of thi s world”, to coin a cli?che. . But ; ; J



you see what I mean about Sznunpr* a—poetry 
ings: .... — ~ Further on there’s misspell-

Zashimun id lilka purkin
Mus ig bon a yerrli ferkin. ’ 

I’ll bet he can’t even pronounce .it<> 
Jack, affectionately. They say he’s 
be that old—Vol. MMMMMCCCLX2III No. 
grandpa as himself.

Methuselah (Speer) Known as Old 
been around an aeon. No one could 
2^. He must be passing off his own

More Gluth
of the Dark Thousand" are always. Parts of Jon’s weighty "History 

. worthy of review and coaing.
+ ^ring that highly,uncritical period When practically no advance

ment was ma de either scientific or enpnegolikal—for that matter—the 
years 1900-2000, old style, a number of curious habit and customs are

•IIO u 6Q o •

sections of the "civilized" world credit operated mechanisms 
^ren4y every few yards, from whi ch a product called 

could be extracted. Cigarettes were made from a weed
JL «aSC°“ ?nd flavored in a barbaric and totally unsanitary man
ner and rolled into paper tubes. These were inserted in the purchaser’s 
lips and ignited—the furthest terminal point, that is. Then^by suck
ing, clouds of unsavory smoke could be introduced into the pleural cav-

V 4. irr5;'fcation Of course gave rise to violent fits of coughing.
Extended u-se inured the user to evident irritation but shortened expec
tance considerably. Kon states that use of this virulent drug was 
available to children as young as 30 or 40 but this is considered by 
other peraeon students as most unlikely. As Hrld states: "How barbar
ian can you get?" .
q+. review I brought the matter of tobacco to the
attention of feelow.Jaak ag Gs. He found the matrix amusing for a few 
moments and said: "Jesezl bopin burph.”’

What else can one add to that? . '
Elsewhere Jon reminisces on his lecture tours and-the amused doubt 

his listeners expressed over the books on "musical instruments”. Jon 
is convinced that during that dark period individuals "played" contrap
tions they called "instruments". These, apparently, can be likened to 
a person playing a single line from a symphic. Actually making the 
sounds himself on this "instrument". I know your first question is: 
J°r what? At least you can accept this possibility. The -objective 

of this conditioning is difficult to accept. It appears that great 
numbers of similarly trained individuals gathered and "played" simul
taneously on their various "instruments". The. results.being a symphic. . ; .... - ' ° <-• ■

’t. imagine a composer hot writing directly 
Kon’s hypothesis will help you believe:

Ahl You can' 
symphicon. Perhaps, 
didn’t have one."

for the 
"They

Classif ied....
MA.RHANS WHY WEAR A IMUSS? Latest invention will keep your eyes from 
falling out at the improper moment. Are you embarrassed by falling ‘ 
eyes? Ears? Nose and throat? Are you past your prime? Falling back 
on the old Imuss? Do you rattle /n the clinches? Make the change now., 
See Ligg the Imuss expert,. Do it today!' :

(From the summer, 1953, issue of Grotesque,. FAPA publication of Edgar 
Allan Martin in the years when FAPA paid attention to its constitution) 



fanzine by Trial '

Several pages in this issue were originally destined to contain a 
dissertation on the concept of trial by fanzine. This would not have
treated the concept with nearly as much honor and respect as several
FA PA members have suggested that it deserves. But on an occasion so 
devoted to good fellowship and cheer as Christmas Eve, how could I fol
low this course of action? (it is true that Christmas Eve means to me
the.night when I first learned how to break a hip, but I bow to the ma
jority emotion.) Scrapping the original intention leaves me with some 
space to fill. Maybe it will be possible to salvage something from the 
basic notion of the law, by some observations on recent court cases

• that I have observed. .
„ . Court reporters in Hagerstown were disappointed a year ago when a 

- change in the official procedures ruined the pleasant interludes of pa
’ ternity cases that used to season the bland fare provided by tedious

larcenies and .manslaughters by automobile. The paternity cases were re
moved from criminal to civil court and were to be heard in privacy, may
be because they threatened to outdraw the Baltimore Colts. However, by 
force of habit or reconsideration, the old procedure has returned and I 
got to hear two complete and one partial paternity proceedings the other 
day, sandwiched as they were into intervals of a day mostly devoted to a 
couple, cf assault cases cum jury. I don’t even need to take notes on 
paternity cases in the course of my work, because we don’t print news 
stories about them. Maybe the non-publication tradition arose from the 
fact that accidents are news only when they have just happened.

. One case teetered precariously between humor and tragedy. The girl 
might have ccme out of a novel: the daughter of a pair of rural resi
dents who had seldom allowed her out of their sight, somehow she had 
found opportunity to get married five years ago, her husband vanished 
after three months leaving a note to the effect that he didn’t approve 
of married life, the parents had doubled .their scrutiny of her, but a 
year ago, the manager of a farmers’ cooperative tn the nearest town had 
telephoned her to come up and cook some squirrels for him, she’d gone to 
his apartment to tell him that she was too nice a girl to do such things 
and she was pregnant before she got out of there. I got the impression 
that she hasn’t been allowed out of the house since, except to go to the 
hospital to have her twins. It was the man who provided a denial of in
tercourse the likes of which nobody could remember. He admitted that 
the girl had con® to his apartment, that they had started kissing, that 
other procedures involved in necking had followed, that both wore get
ting very excited. But then, he said, he discovered that her breasts 
weren’t real ones, or rather that her real breasts were almost lost In 
contrast to the false front. Immediately, he said, he lost all inter
est and couldn’t possibly have had interco rse after that disillusion

. ment. But he’ll pay 414 per week for the twins.
Ti® fellow in the other case had as his star witness the 'man who 

was driving the auto in which the girl said that things happened. The 
« driver admitted that the defendant and girl had gone into the back seat 

and remained there for ten minutes as he drove them home .from an excit
ing high school football game. But he claimed that it was impossible 
for intercourse to have occurred. The judge asked what barrier might 
have existed.in that auto to prevent a procedure long sacred to back 
seats. Nothing, the witness continued, ’’But I was watching than in the 
rear view mirror. I knew that as long as I could see both their heads, 
they couldn't possibly be doing an/thihg wrong. Neither head went out 
of my mirror fOr a second." It was twins that time, too, and $14 a 
week. The going rate for just one baby is $10. I leave it to more ex-



perienced moralists and philosophers to decide if the wages of sin 
should be more than 453,600 higher for the” gentlemen who become parents 
of twins, when the moment of pleasure is no greater, qualitatively or 
quantitatively. ■ .

A. E. Van Vogt stories about monsters running loose among feeble 
mankind, never impressed me very much. I’ll never bother to reread them 
again, as a result of the descriptions of one peaceful Saturday morning 
in Hagerstown that I heard a couple of months ago in court. Th© case 
derived from the robbery of a discount store on the edge of town. This 
had been no normal, harmless breaking, entering and pilfering by local 
characters. It was a job carefully planned and almost flawlessly execu
ted by professional gangsters who used the latest models of expensive 
cars, walkie talkies, sledgehammers, and extremely dangerous weapons. 
Tier® were three of them and they made only one mistake: somehow they 
had decided that there was no night watchman at the store. The watch
man had somehow sensed that there' were lethal men at work when he spot
ter'them, whispered a couple of words into a telephone, and got out of 
ttere fast. The police trapped the trio who reacted in three ways. One 
man- surrendered instantly and completely, another shot it out and was 
cut down by bullets that have begun a progressive degeneration of his 
central nervous system that will leave him completely paralytic in an
other year, while the third ran. These were men with long records, the 
sons of criminals with longer records, and. the courtroom was bristling 
with burly federal, state and county law enforcement men, just in case 
the two healthy ones decided to make a break for it. Nothing happened, 
except a series of statements from the witness stand that made my spine 
twitch and tingle as the Vogt stories are supposed to make me react. 
Tfae burglar who fled, leaving behind a whole wheelbarrow full of money, 
heavily armed, and knowing nothing of the surroundings, had followed 
railroad tracks for a while. A freight train came along and he consid
ered jumping it. The engineer and fireman saw him, stared at him, and 
he stared back. He disappeared into heavy biush and they decided that 
they’d been traveliig too fast for him to leap aboard. Covered with 
brambles, he energed. at a fertilizer plant not far from the store he’d 
fled. It was now dawn and he was tired, disheveled, lost, and desper
ate. He could guess that news of the escapade and word that one man 
had escaped would be getting through the neighborhood by now. The 
first person he saw was an early-arriving worker at the fertilizer 
plant. The fugitive did nothing more dramatic than ask him for a drink 
of-water and directions on how to get to the bus terminal. The worker 
supplied both, assuming that the man was a tramp. The criminal found 
the road leading toward the center of Hagerstown and followed it until 
he came to a tiny restaurant patronized almost solely by railroaders, 
owipg to its isolation.; He asked to use the toilet there; it seems not 
to have occurred to him that it would-be safer to go back into the 
bushes. In return for the. favor, he bought and drank a cup of coffee, 
and left without 1 ncident.. ■ The girl in charge telephoned police, the 
moment he was out of there, and almost collapsed when she saw him halt 
and look back at the restaurant several tines as he started to walk 
away. Something in her attitude must have warned him, because although 
he didn’t return; he did get off the road about the point where it turns 
into:a city street and cut through a back yard to reach an alley. The 
occupant of the house was standing on his back porch, smoking, when the 
deadly man came trotting across the lawn. The intruder stopped and 
looked straight at the old man. The old man said: ’"HiJ” The stranger 
replied: ”HtI” I hate to think what might have happened if the old fel
low had started to scold him for tramplfcg near the iris. Through the 
alley, the burglar reached a cross street that would lead him to the



downtown area and bus station. On this street he saw one of the few 
remaini ng neighborhood stores that stock everything in Hagerstown—food, 
clothing, household supplies, toys, and so on. He realized that he 
would be giving himself up, if he tried to board a bus wearing the 
clothing in which he’d staged the escapade. He entered the .store'and 
found another elderly man on duty. The burglar’s, nerves were getting 
frayed by now, for he did several unwise things when he went about buy
ing some new clothing. He said he didn’t want to waste time so he did 
not take time to hunt a pair of trousers to fit, explaining that he was 
in the habit of rolling them up at. the cuffs when they were too long. 
He also refused to let the old fellow take the time to wrap up his old 

, clothing, after he’d changed in a secluded corner of the store. Once 
again, some instinctive common sense .saved the life of a Hagerstown res

, id ent, who just acted as natural as if thi s were accepted conduct. . Out-
1 side the store, the burglar stopped a passerby and again asked direc

tions to the bus terminal, because he was a bit confused by his meander- 
ings. The passerby was a talkative man who.happened to be walking down
town to a destination only a block from the terminal. "Why don’t we 
walk down, together?" he proposed. There was nothi ng to do but assent. 
Then for the first time a Hagerstown man did an utterly foolish thing: 
this talkative fellow didn’t know about the fugitive, hadn’t seen the 
police who were by now swarming through this neighborhood, and after the 
two had walked only a half-block, he asked the stranger to excuse him 
for a moment, because he wanted to repay five dollars he’d borrowed from 
tie man who lived on this corner. It was perfectly true but so appar
ently flimsy an alibi to get to a telephone that the fugitive would have 
started shooting in any television program or detective story. This 
one didn’t act in the cliche style. The moment the talkative man ent
ered the house, the burglar started to run. Meanwhile, for the past 
couple of hours, the officer on desk duty at headquarters had been tak
ing reports from residents of the area about the suspicious man. His 
tour of duty ended at 9 a.m. Instead of doing the sensible thing, re
turn -home and get sleep, he got into his own car and began cruising 
through the neighborhood where the search was being conducted. He almost 
han down the burglar. The arrest was made with ridiculous ease. In 
court, the burglar was asked if he wanted to say anything after he was 
found guilty. He gave a little shrug of the shoulders, put his palms ' 
up, and said: "What is there to say?" ’

In recent years, Hagerstown has been inheriting more and more big 
cases removed from the court of original jurisdiction, partly because 
we how have two circuit court judges living in Hagerstown and a full 
bench can be assembled with only one judge forced to drive. Thus, we 
had in the fall term a peculiar sort of murder case. A woman in her 
80’s living in an old folks* home in Annapolis .had been murdered after 
an -unsuccessful attempt at rape. The Methodists who ran the home, the 

’ wealthy people who lived ?n the general area, and the.police were al
most- equally agitated by the brutality of the murder. When we learned 

’ that we’d’ have the trial here, I attempted to find out something about 
1 the -killing, and ran into all sorts of- silence among normally coopera- 

tive’law enforcement authorities. They told me that I’d find out why 
they dich’t want to give- out information that might make it impossible 
to get & good jury.in a reasonable .amount of time. As it turned out, 
the defense chose a court trial, but I still didn’t learn the real sit- 
uaftion until testimony began. . Two separate and distinct individuals, 
With equally., bad records, .had confessed to the killing and each of them 
stoutly denied-that, the other ,had had anything to do with it. Moreover, 
various evidence made it obvious that only one person' had been responsi
ble. Both Eten reenacted the crime for police in a my that seemed to



prove that the old woman had twice been assailed and garroted, on the 
basis of their acquaintance with certain things that the cops had dis
covered after only the most strenuous efforts. Both men were Negroes, 
so the authorities couldn’t charge the white nan and let the dark one 
go as a proof of Maryland’s liberal tendencies. Both had been in An- ■
napolis right along, so neither was activated by a desire for transpor
tation, the taing that often causes someone to confess to a serious 
crime that he didn’t do and will later prove that he didn’t do. It re- 
quiied in the end the help of the FBI to show which suspect should be ■ 
indicted. An analysis of semen stains and hair fragments in a comb 
dropped near the body could have come from only one of the two men. If 
the other one was hoping to become a burden on society, he succeeded, 
because he is now in the booby hatch. • *

One recent case had the special spice for me of a defendant who is 
a former co-journalist. This gentleman was briefly the only male social 
page editor in the history of Hagerstown’s newspapers. Even more brief
ly, he had been a photographer for the newspaper, ending that activity 
when the management discovered that pictures weren’t the only things he 
was taking. He has been in jail most of the time since then for various 
escapades. But he’d finally been released on parole and had settled 
down in a little house just outside the battlefield town of Sharpsburg, 
with hi. s wife and children, bought a brand new; Cadillac, had a quantity 
of name cards printed identifying himself as a specialist in public re
lations, and earned his living by helping his father to build houses. 
One night, the burglar alarm went off in the farm machinery shop at the 
edge cf another nearby town, Boonsboro. It is supposed to be loud en
ough to waken the entire town, but apparently the consciences are so 
clear in that community that everyone slept right through the howl, ex
cept the auctioneer who resides directly across the road. He went ex
ploring i n t Ite building, after telephoning the owner. Everything seemed 
to be in order, but the alarm continued to squawk and suddenly a man 
jumped up from behind a counter. The auctioneer grabbed him, they tus
sled for a moment, the intruder slammed the auctioneer against a door so 
hard that the auctioneer—outweighing the intruder two to one—ended up 
on the loading platform outside, and the burglar fled. The owner ar
rived at that strategic moment and shot several times at the fleeing 
figure. My friend might have gotten away scot free, because the auc
tioneer had never seen him before, except for one little clue. He had 
such pride in those name cards that he carried them everywhere and they 
had all fallen out of ills pocket during the tussle. There was some 
other circumstantial evidence that the authorities thought highly of: a . 
state policeman hurrying to the scene passed the Cadillac go^ng in the 
other direction toward Sharpsburg, the vehicle was soon located parked 
outside its owner’s house with a hot motor, the police were not allowed .
to enter the house until they threatened to use dogs and teargas, my 
friend was found to be suffering from a gunshot wound, the re was blood 
on the honeysuckles through which the man had dashed, and the auction
eer instantly identified him. However, my friend stoutly maintained ,
his innocence in thought if not in deed, with the explanation that he 
had been a little nervous lately and just didn’t remember anything 
special happening that night. He is back in the penitentiary, but he 
is at least free from worry about how his wife will find support during 
his absence. She is a woman of no apparent origin who sat attentively 
during most of the trial, even testified about the rude way in which 
the police had disturbed the rest of he r end the children that night, 
then When it became obvious how the verdict would go, she struck up a 
quick acquaintance with a member of the audience. They walked out be
fore the trial ended, arm in arm, and haven’t been seen since.


